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COM KFOR

My fellow soldiers,
When I look back over the history of KFOR involvement
here, I see the many challenges KOSOVO has faced.
Despite those hurdles, there has been great development
and progress made during the past 15 years. It is a
tremendous story of success, with KFOR standing beside
the people of KOSOVO as strong supporters in order to
promote progress as a professional military force.
The tactical situation during our tour of service has
much improved from previous years. The frequent
roadblocks and demonstrations were fewer, non-violent
in nature, and those that occurred were mostly related to
social-economic discontent and they were solved quickly
through negotiation. There were no interethnic violence
and major incidents other than the isolated incident at the
Austerlitz Bridge in June, which was efficiently resolved by
the KP with the contribution of EULEX and with a strong
reassuring and deterring presence of KFOR.
In general, we have experienced significant developments.
The implementation dialogue has continued, hampered
only by sequential national elections in both Serbia and
Kosovo. The Dialogue should continue to move ahead after
the formation of the new government in Kosovo. Another
significant achievement was the election of mayors in the
Serbian dominated North, laying the groundwork for
formation of the Association of Serbian Municipalities.
Lastly, the Kosovo National Election saw KoS voting in
large numbers and meeting the threshold for membership
in the Assembly, even without reserved seats. These
achievements will be seen in the involvement of the KoS in
the new Kosovo Assembly. Overall a great sign of maturity
and good willingness also from the KOS side, as well as
from all the people in Kosovo.
During the KFOR XVIII tour, we have brought our vision
for Kosovo far forward towards the full accomplishment of
our objectives. We have seen open doors, new bridges and
many obstacles removed from Kosovo, not just physical
barriers, but also, and more importantly, psychological and
social obstacles as well.
We have continuously applied a comprehensive and
holistic approach, integrating our tactical activities within
a broader framework of links, relationships and the
exchange of information with all the actors operating in
Kosovo and in the region.
After previous tours in the Balkans and one year as KFOR
Commander, I have become familiar with the peoples and
Institutions in Kosovo. One of the great aspects of my tour
as Commander was the privilege to meet fascinating people
from all societies, institutions and several cultural groups.
I experienced many varieties of culture, tradition and
the future oriented mindsets of the people of KOSOVO. I
was able to see the strong values and hopes of the Kosovo

people for a safe and secure environment in which to
raise their families. This was universal to all the people of
KOSOVO regardless of their ethnic background or locale.
I am grateful to the Institutions in KOSOVO and I
would like to emphasize organizations like the KSF and
KP who made great progress to enhance the stability and
law and order within Kosovo. I am also thankful for the
cooperation with partners like the EU, EULEX, UNMIK
and OSCE who also have the goal of improving the political
and social structure for a better KOSOVO. Overall, I would
like to thank all actors who cooperated with KFOR and
contributed to peace and stability for KOSOVO in the
whole region.
A commander cannot be a commander without troops
and a commander cannot lead without the support of a staff.
I had the benefit of both an excellent staff and committed,
hard-working and diligent troops from 31 nations. The
KFOR multi-national team is without peer, a strong family
dedicated to ensuring SASE and FOM for Kosovo. I cannot
thank the men and women of KFOR enough and from the
bottom of my heart, I thank each of every one of you for
your service.
Our motto was “More Together” which described our
joint effort to contribute to progress towards a peaceful
and prosperous KOSOVO future. This was not achieved
individually or by a single organization. It was a common
task and required a combined effort by all. I am proud to
have led such a capable multi-national force and believe me,
it is with a heavy heart that I say farewell to this mission,
these Soldiers and to KOSOVO.
My fellow soldiers, to those of you who will continue the
work here in KOSOVO I leave with you my fondest wish
for success. I am proud to have been your commander and
wish you the best in your future. Until we meet again on
the high ground, good luck and farewell.
Thank you and MORE TOGETHER!
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MAJOR-GENERAL
Salvatore FARINA
COM KFOR
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HLT

SAF HLT AND FOOTBALL MATCH
As part of the agenda of the High-Level Talks conducted in line with the Military Technical
Agreement (MTA), known as the Kumanovo Treaty, the Commander of KFOR, Major General
Salvatore Farina received the Chief of the Defence Staff of the Serbian Armed Forces, General
Ljubisa Dikovic, in KFOR HQ in Camp Film City in Pristina on 02nd August. This was their fifth
meeting since MG Farina took command of KFOR in September 2013.

The primary security topic of
interest to both commanders was
the situation in the north of Kosovo
since the last meeting. The north is
the area of main effort for KFOR
and of direct interest to Serbia.
The security situation and military
discussions are framed against
the important ongoing BelgradePristina dialogue which resulted
from the Brussels agreement in
April 2013.

citizens and organisations operating
in that part of the territory. In
addition to this is the important issue
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The security situation since the
last meeting has shown a positive
trend assisted by the ongoing
communications
between
all
communities. KFOR continues to
ensure a safe and secure environment
and freedom of movement for all the

of monitoring the approximately 350
kilometres of the Administrative
Boundary Line (ABL), which is
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HLT

also a part of the Military Technical
Agreement (MTA).
The ongoing meetings between
COM KFOR and the Serbian
CHOD are the vanguard of the high
standard of cooperation between the
two organisations and the excellent
relations between the NATO Joint
Military Commission members
and the SAF counterparts as well
as the mutual activities carried
out on a daily basis along the ABL

(synchronized patrols) which help to
maintain a peaceful, cooperative and
positive atmosphere. The security
situation in the wider Balkans area
was also discussed.
During the afternoon, on the sidelines of the High Level Talks meeting,
a friendly football match between
KFOR and SAF teams was played
in Camp Bondsteel. The winner was
SAF with the score of 4 – 1.
These encounters have been an
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informal series of games strongly
supported by the two generals to
increase mutual understanding and
trust. This was the “return match”
after the first game this year hosted
by SAF in June in Serbia.
Lt Cdr Hobbins
OF-3 IRL N
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COM JFC N

VISIT OF ADMIRAL FERGUSON III
COM JFC NAPLES
Adm. Mark E. Ferguson III visited Headquarters Kosovo Force (HQ KFOR) in Pristina for his
first visit as Commander Joint Force Command Naples (JFCNP) and met KFOR Commander
Maj. Gen. Salvatore Farina on 20th August 2014.

France, Italy, the United Kingdom
and the United States of America.
After the meeting he said “I have
been once again reminded of the
importance of the international
community in reinforcing the
process of normalization between
Belgrade and Pristina and it is
heartening to note that KFOR has
been able to provide support in
this role.”
On Aug. 21, Adm. Ferguson III
and Maj. Gen. Farina made a battlefield circulation in the northern
area, starting from Mitrovica
where they visited Little Bosnia,
EULEX Court House and the Kosovo Police Station. The tour continued via Austerlitz Bridge on the
Ibar River where he was updated
by the Multinational Specialized
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During the two day visit, Adm.
Ferguson III was briefed on
the current security situation
in Kosovo as it pertains to the
Belgrade-Pristina agreement,
especially in relation to the security in the north of Kosovo.
KFOR staff further briefed Adm
Ferguson III on the political and
security situation, operational
activities outcomes, future plans
and Kosovo Security Forces and
NATO Liaison Advisory Team
developments.
Over the visit, Adm Ferguson
III had the opportunity to meet
with senior international authorities involved in Kosovo. On the
first day Adm. Ferguson and Maj.
Gen. Farina met with Mr. Bernd
Borchart, Head of EULEX in
Pristina. Adm. Ferguson III stated “This has been an extremely
worthwhile visit. It has been reassuring to observe the ongoing
productive cooperation between
KFOR and EULEX, and I have
every confidence that this working relationship will allow us to
continue to achieve our collective
goals,”
Later that evening, Adm. Ferguson met with the ambassadors of

Unit (MSU) Commander on the
general situation in Mitrovica
and the surrounding area where
KFOR Troops are permanently
deployed.
Later they visited the most important outposts of KFOR in the
north where tactical commanders
provided the Admiral with an
overview of the operational situation. He visited Camp Cabra in
Zubin Potok, Forward Operation
Post 31, Camp Nothing Hill in
Leposavic and the border crossing point Gate 1. Finally they visited Camp Marechal de Lattre de
Tassigny in Novo Selo, which has
been under the direct responsibility of NATO since July 1, 2014.
Admiral Ferguson III closed his
visit with a statement to the KFOR
troops, “The Balkan area has long
been recognized as both a delicate and complex region. However,
I truly believe that the work and
commitment of each and every one of you has made KFOR a
crucial partner in the stabilization
process.”
Lt Cdr Hobbins
OF-3 IRL N
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KFOR

REDUCTION OF UKRAINE‘S TROOPS IN KFOR
KFOR is currently comprised of 31 countries and constantly evolves and reshapes as the mission
evolves and as the national focus of the constituent countries change. Older countries are bid
farewell and new ones welcomed as KFOR continues to support its’ mission.

the Freedom of Movement and
the Explosive Ordnance Disposal
platoon) will remain and all other
troops will return to take up duties in Ukraine. Therefore, while
the Ukrainian contingent will be
greatly reduced, they will conti-

nue to have a presence here and
will contribute their valuable expertise and equipment for a safer
Kosovo.
Lt Cdr Hobbins
OF-3 IRL N
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Ukraine has decided to reduce
its troops in KFOR. Ukraine has
been involved in KFOR since
the very beginning when in 1999
the first Ukrainian troops came
to Kosovo.
Since then Ukraine has deployed
many personnel in a variety of
Units and specialisations and has
been a consistent and valued contributor to KFOR and to assisting
Kosovo.
Most recently, Ukraine had an
infantry company, engineering
company, and three KFOR HQ
staff officers (JEC CIMIC LNO,
J3 Training and Lessons Learned,
and the HSG site commander in
Camp Nothing Hill).
Ukraine is not withdrawing fully
from KFOR. As Lt Col Oleksandr
Kuzmenko explained, the engineering company (which includes
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MNBG E

MNBG-E SOLDIERS FLy HIGH wITH SPIES
TRAINING

PICTURE: PAO MNBG E

CAMP BONDSTEEL, Kosovo -- Suspended from a rope at 100 feet in the air, five Multinational
Battle Group-East (MNBG-E) Soldiers outstretched their arms and gave a thumbs-up, signaling
they are OK. With their adrenaline flowing, the Soldiers were flown in a “racetrack” flight pattern
around the camp in a rare training opportunity none of them would soon forget.

Soldiers with 2nd Squadron,
38th Cavalry Regiment, who
comprise the battle group’s
Forward Command Post (FCP),
learned the intricacies of the
Special Patrol Insertion and
Extraction System, or SPIES,
during a hands-on training event
at Camp Bondsteel, July 18. SPIES
developed as a means to rapidly
insert or extract a reconnaissance
patrol from an area that does not
permit a helicopter to land.
“Initially, when you get hooked in
and the helicopter starts to rise up,
the wind is blowing on you pretty
hard. You feel the adrenaline and
you’re feeling pretty excited, but I
was ready to go. I was ready to get
up there,” said Sgt. Ryan Owens,
an infantryman with 2nd Sqdn.,
38th Cav. Regt, and a first-time
participant in the training.
Created during the Vietnam War
era, the system allows Soldiers on
8

patrol the opportunity to rapidly
infiltrate further behind enemy lines
while providing elements of surprise
and stealth to reconnaissance
elements. The squadron’s Long
Range Surveillance (LRS) Company
commander said SPIES is only used
in extreme circumstances in covert
operations where speed is essential.
“It’s basically a non-standard
method of getting Soldiers out of
high-risk areas in a way that any
adversary really wouldn’t expect,”
said Capt. Daniel Stephens,
commander of C Company, 2nd
Sqdn., 38th Cav. Regt. “It affords
us the opportunity to send Soldiers
farther behind enemy lines to
assume greater risk in putting them
in more dangerous areas and then
pulling them out of areas.”
For over 40 infantrymen and
cavalry scouts in the training, the
look of fear or anxiety was not
readily visible. Well-trained in their
KFOR CHRONICLE 08/2014

role as the quick reaction force for
any crowd and riot control events
arising in eastern and northern
Kosovo, the Soldiers were excited
to participate in the unique
instruction, Stephens said.
“We’ve been fulfilling our Kosovo
requirements, which is very critical,
but it was a good opportunity to
get the Soldiers back into their
core competencies conducting LRS
operations,” Stephens, a native of
Brewster, N.Y., said. “I think with
infantry Soldiers, they tend not
to convey some of their anxieties,
but I know there was definitely
a lot of excitement in having the
opportunity to do something that
most Soldiers don’t get to do.”
Certified at the U.S. Army’s Air
Assault School at Fort Campbell, Ky.,
two of the company’s SPIES masters
emphasized safety throughout the
exercise, ensuring conditions and
equipment were flawless before

MNBG E

anyone rode the rope. Staff Sgt.
Anthony Ambriz, an infantryman
in C Company and one of the SPIES
masters on the ground, said safety
is paramount to any insertion or
extraction exercise.
“The first thing is safety. There’s
so many different safety hazards we
have to mitigate as a SPIES master,”
Ambriz, a native of Lincoln, Neb.,
said. “We have to make sure nothing
bad happens of course.”
Ambriz added stringent control
measures are in place, including a
SPIES master in the helicopter who
maintains eye contact at all times
with the SPIES master on the ground
before taking off, and during any
flight operations. The trainer on the
ground ensures Soldiers hooking
up to the rope are secured and all
equipment is precise. Staff Sgt. Luis
Aponte, another SPIES master, said
the safety process is multi-faceted.
“We make sure their safety line
is secure, they did all the proper
knots, all the harnesses are put

on to standard and ensure all the
carabineers are locked to the rope.
We also check the rope so it isn’t
tangled with the Soldier,” said

Aponte, a native of Willimantic,
Conn. “On the way up the SPIES
master on the ground to the
SPIES master inside the aircraft is
communicating.”
Training for and possibly applying
SPIES in a real-world situation,
allowed Soldiers like Owens to gain
familiarity with the system while
giving them a tool to use as LRS
Soldiers in the Army.
“It’s really neat to know that we
can call upon SPIES if need be, to
infiltrate or extract,” said Owens,
a Tryon, N.C., native. “Especially
being within a LRS unit, it’s
something really neat to have in
your tool bag.”

PICTURE: PAO MNBG E (3)

Capt. Kevin Sandell, 11th
Public Affairs Detachment
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MEMORIAL

TURKISH MEMORIAL
INAUGURATION CEREMONy
On the 08 August 2014, a ceremony took place in the presence of Major-General Salvatore Farina, KFOR Commander, Turkish Ambassador Ms. Songül Ozan, Fallen SMSG Hüseyin Kutlu’s
family and a broad range of civil and military dignitaries.

forget the sacrifices of our soldiers. Since we know that Senior
Master Sergeant Hüseyin Kutlu
performed his duty on behalf of
NATO in Kosovo, this has also
strenghened excellent bilateral
relations with Turkey stemming
from shared history and brotherhood ties. This makes his blood
sacred.”
Ms Ozan stressed that “Nevertheless, I assure you that we stand
committed to wholeheartedly assist and support KFOR to the best
of our capabilities. I also assure
you that this support shall solely
be aimed at strengthening Safe
And Secure Environment (SASE)
and Freedom of Movement
(FOM) in Kosovo and NATO’s
solidarity.”

Ms. Ozan stated that, “The purpose of building this monument
today is that we as NATO countries renew our resolve to never
10

Family of fallen Master Sergeant
Hüseyin Kutlu, his mother Beyhan Kutlu and his father Mustafa
Kutlu stated that their family now
can see that their son’s sacrifice and their sense of loss is part
of the process of making a better
and peaceful Kosovo. They were
honored by the ceremony and
will forever be a part of Kosovo
with the monument in memory
of their son.
Major General Farina and Turkish Ambassador, Ms. Songül
Ozan together opened the monument and the wreath laying,
followed by one minute of silence
and the playing of the Turkish
and NATO anthems.
OF-3 ERCAN KENAR

PICTURE: Giovanni DELLE CAVE (2)

The Turkish Contingent Command built a monument in
Camp Film City. This monument is dedicated to Fallen Senior Master Sergeant Hüseyin
KUTLU, who was killed due to
the explosion while he was trying to deactivate found UXO
(BLU-97 bomblet, remnant of
NATO Operation Allied Forces)
on 22 September 1999. He is one
of the 136 KFOR soldiers who
have laid down their lives for
a better and peaceful future in
Kosovo and the world.
COMKFOR emphasized Senior
Master Sergeant Hüseyin Kutlu’s
sacrifice shall not be forgotten
and shall be taken as a reference
for all the KFOR’s soldiers as example of loyalty, commitment
and professionalism.
COMKFOR stated that he is
proud to be commanding Turkish Soldiers. He said “You are
competent and willing to take on
responsibility in all the most demanding situations. I thank every
one of you for your devotion to
serving your country and KFOR.
You have truly emphasized the
KFOR motto of “More Together”
During the ceremony Turkish
Ambassador Ms. Songül Ozan
praised COM KFOR MG Salvatore Farina for the provision of support to construct this monument
and apppreciated his participation in this ceremony.
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RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES

HEADS OF RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES
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On 16 August, Mufti Ternava, Bishop Teodosje and Bishop Georgi met COM KFOR Maj-General Salvatore Farina, in Camp Film City.

This meeting served to bring
KFOR and the heads of Islamic, Orthodox and Catholic
Communities together in unity and to recognise the right
of all people to celebrate their
cultural and religious heritage
and support civil and peaceful
cohabitation between different
religions in Kosovo.
The group strongly condemned
any use of the name of God to

perpetrate criminal acts against
humanity, as religions should never justify hatred and violence,
God is peace.
Following the debate about religious extremism and radicalism
the group stressed that the presence of many religious communities in the region is a resource
for our society.
Religious communities are
spiritual education guides that
KFOR CHRONICLE 08/2014

teach people to live in peace
and respect differences. COM
KFOR and the religious authorities called on all fellow believers
to distance themselves from any
form of extremism or violence
and to support peace for a better
future for our families and our
children.
OF-3 Rizzo
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KTM

HUNGARy INCREASES TROOPS AND CoC OF
THE HUNGARIAN NATIONAL CONTINGENT
The Hand over/Take over ceremony between the former and new Hungarian contingent of the
KTM took place on 18 August in Camp Slim Lines, KOSOVO.In the first phase of the parade,
the national contingent commander (HUN NCC) and the company commander (CHARLIE
COY KTM) took the authority from their predecessors while only the Hungarian contingent
was present.
The whole KTM Battalion then
took part in the second phase with
the attendance of the Hungarian
and Portuguese national contingent
representatives. During this phase,
the deputy commanders of the
KTM (KTM DCOM) conducted
the transfer of command. On this
occasion a speech was delivered
emphasising the relations between
the two contingents.
In the ceremony, four (4)
Portuguese soldiers, three (3)
Hungarian and one (1) Italian
soldier received decorations for
their efforts.
The Hungarian
Defence Forces then honoured the
Commander of KTM, the Chief
of Staff, the Operations Officer,
the commander of B Coy and the
Command Sergeant Major of the
KTM with the Medal for Services.
The Senior National Representative
(SNR) of the Portuguese Army, Col
Carabau BRÁS, the SNR of the
Hungarian Defence Forces, Col
József SZÉP and the representatives
of the Multinational Specialized
Unit (MSU), and the ALFA
Company (Austrian Contingent
currently in operational control
(OPCON) of the KTM) honoured
the ceremony.

kinetic forces as it comprises half
of the Kosovo Tactical Manoeuvre
Reserve Battalion (KTM) with our
Portuguese comrades, based in Slim
Lines in Pristina. The KTM is ready
for deployment all over Kosovo as
directed by COM KFOR and was
heavily involved in ensuring a Safe
and Secure Environment for the
recent elections and to prevent
interethnic violence in Mitrovica
during the Austerlitz Bridge protests
in June.
At the beginning of August 2014
an additional maneuver unit has
been deployed in Kosovo: “Delta”
Company, located in Camp
Maréchal de Lattre de Tassigny
(in Novo Selo) to be under

TROOP INCREASE
Hungary is a long standing member
of KFOR and has troops deployed
all over Kosovo in infantry roles
and also as members of the Joint
Regional Detachment’s Liaison
Monitoring Teams. Hungary is
also an important part of KFOR’s
12
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the command of the Forward
Command Post (FCP) of the
MNBG-E. The troops came from
the Infantry Unit HDF 25, Klapka
György Brigade. This increase of
120 troops brings the strength of
the Hungarian contingent to 300
personnel.
Prior to deploying, these troops
underwent 4 months of intensive
training. These troops will patrol,
operate check points as required,
and operate observation posts and
FOBs, all focused on Freedom of
Movement and a Safe and Secure
Environment.
OF-3 MARQUES
OF-3 MUZZI,
OF-1 GYEGINSZKY

KTM

THE PANDUR II IN KOSOVO
The PANDUR II armoured personnel carriers arrived at Kosovo 26 Nov 2013 to replace the
intensively used “Chaimites” or V200, which had been used in Africa in the seventies, and in the
nineties until today in BiH and KOSOVO.

The operational and technical
requirements of the PANDUR II
represent a huge technological
leap, fundamentally based on
five pillars: force protection,
reliability, mobility / flexibility of
employment, and command and
control.
The PANDUR II has ceramic
plates ‘add-on’ and anti-mine hull
capacity. However, protection is not
limited to this armor. We must also
consider the threat detection system
(Threat Detection System - TDS), as
well as the “Thermal Identification
Beacon” (TIB) which allows
visibility in low ambient identifying
our forces. It also has the ability
to operate in CBRN environment
through the use of a filter placed in
the ventilation system of the vehicle.
Reliability is one of the features
that we have experienced and
which gives us more and more
confidence to use the PANDUR II
in case of hostile and unexpected
circumstances. In line with this, we
recognized additional motivation
to own the latest generation
of equipment - effects related
with Force Demonstration and
Deterrence (i.e., KTM Operations
SKYFALL
and
SCORPION

RIDER).
The mobility, flexibility and speed
of the deployment was proved
and praised during the SKYFALL
operation, in which the vehicle
showed its responsiveness and
accuracy, which were decisive in
the show of the force. We have
to emphasize the importance of
using the vehicle for Crowd and
Riot Control Operations (CRC),
and exploit its ability to operate
in narrow spaces, and reduced
visibility through its’ night vision
device (Theon NX-199).
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From a command and control point
of view, an obvious competitive
advantage was witnessed. The VHF
communication system which allows
connecting to the subordinates and
to the commanders is based on a
technologically advanced radio,
interoperable with the original
Portuguese 525 and the Hungarian
system. Among other functions, it
allows you to operate in changing
frequency status, send messages
and photos in a swift and safe way.
The data sharing with Portuguese
Integrated Command and Control
System (SICCE) will result an
integrated view of the operational
use of force (Common Operational
Picture - COP)
We believe that PANDUR II
as a weapons system increases
Command and Control, & Force
Protection Capabilities, increasing
the Utility for the Force, and as such,
it´s a contribution to the Alliance
mission accomplishment.
António Marques Maj (OF-3)
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CSM ADDRESS

CSM FAREwELL ADDRESS
It was an honour to be in your company and with all of those who preceded you; I felt like part
of your group all the time. I think that this is the spirit that prevails in this big KFOR family where
everyone is a part of a cohesive group.
I want to greet all the fellow
soldiers and thank the civil,
military and religious authorities,
coming from different parts of
the world and all the KFOR staff
serving with their presence and
hard work.
My deep thanks also goes to
COMKFOR for the attention given
to this command, to this KFOR
family made up by 31 different
countries, and his appreciation to
the staff for their commitment, selfsacrifice, courage and solidarity
with which they contributed doing
such a smooth job.
I am proud to have had the honor
of being the COMKFOR Command
Sergeant Major and I will take
with me the memory of countless
testimonies of the men, women
and civilians who have served here
in KFOR, for their operational
capacity, a great spirit of sacrifice
and dedication to the task, operating
in difficult and new environments,
sometimes with severe exposure to
risk. I will also take with me many
memories of the functional activities
of collaboration and cooperation
with the different organizations
in this area aimed at developing
functional synergies in the interest
of the Kosovo population.
From this one year of intense
activities will not only remain
the memories of operational
experience, but the sense of an
exceptional team spirit and common
purpose achieved with you all, a
circumstance that has allowed me
to appreciate directly the value and
spirit of service of each of you. Each
of you has respected the mission,
14

demonstrating at all
times your virtue.
Just as it is written
into our motto,
“More
Together”,
we were able to
overcome
many
difficulties, showing
the character and
personality of men
and women who
believe in what they
do and doing it in
a very generous
and
cooperative
approach, and not
shirking their duties
and making the
sacrifices required.
Despite
the
operational
difficulties, austere
camps and long
hours, your service
was efficient at all times, you have
served with great humbleness and
self-sacrifice, proving the ability
to solve the daily issues, thanks
to the training and the amenities
available, situations often defined as
“unmanageable”.
My deep “Thanks” goes to your
families who share this mission with
us and have to endure enormous
sacrifices being far from you.
Thanks to you all who with great
professionalism and admirable
spirit of solidarity, operate in Kosovo
for a Safe and Secure Environment
and Freedom of Movement under
the mandate of NATO, so be proud
to belong to this great KFOR’s
family and continue to work for the
security and developing of Kosovo.
KFOR CHRONICLE 08/2014

The population of Kosovo rely
on us, in our determination to
pursue a common goal and in our
commitment to our soldiers values
deeply held.
At last, I would like to wish to all
KFOR soldiers, honour and glory
in the accomplishment of your
mission, may you always be “More
Together” and God bless you all.
I thus extend my warmest
greetings and sincere hope of ever
greater fortunes to you all. Coming
together, sharing together, working
together and succeeding “More
Together”.
KFOR CSM
Francesco CASCELLA

CSM

CSM REGIONAL MEETING

PICTURE: Vittorio SIMONELLI

As part of the framework of activities for KFOR Command Sergeant Majors, a familiarization
visit and regional meeting took place in the MSU Camp on the 6th August 2014.

The meeting was organized by
KFOR CSM in cooperation with
the MSU CSM, Gianluca Ferrari.
The visit was an excellent
opportunity to familiarize and give
the opportunity to many Senior
CSMs to visit the MSU Camp and to
become familiar with the wide range
of the tasks of the MSU Carabinieri
in Italy, around the world and their
commitment within the KFOR
mission.
22 Senior CSMs from 11 different
countries took part in the activity.
The agenda included an operational
briefing, a static demonstration
of vehicles, special investigation
equipment and weapons used by the
Carabinieri of the MSU Unit. After
lunch, we followed our program
with a visit to the Gadime Cave,
South of Pristina.

The visiting NCOs expressed their
sincere appreciation to the Chief of
Staff Lt. Col. Saverio Ceglie for the
warm welcome and for hosting the
meeting in a superb manner.
Lt. Col. Ceglie, expressed the
importance of this gathering,
underlining
the
cooperation,
commitment and the fabulous
contribution made by every CSM to
their own Commanders and toward
the mission.
The MSU assets with their wide
range of specializations are key
elements in the art of working
together for the Safe and Secure
Environment (SASE) and Freedom
of Movement (FOM) in the area
where they operate.
The hard work and professionalism
of each member in the MSU and
in KFOR continues to contribute
towards achieving the strategic aims
KFOR CHRONICLE 08/2014

of both KFOR and NATO. We truly
are one great family, completely
devoted to our mission.
The regional meeting was yet
another successful part of the
KFOR CSMs framework of
accomplishments and it brought to
the attention of many the activities
and the great commitments and
contribution of the Carabinieri here
in Kosovo.
Once again I want to express my
gratefulness to this great NCO
KFOR family where growth is never
mere chance but it is the result
of Multinational forces working
“More Together”.
KFOR CSM
Francesco CASCELLA
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NATIONAL DAY

SwISS NATIONAL DAy
August 1st, 2014 – Switzerland celebrates its birthday. According to the legend Switzerland’s national holiday
can be traced back to the symbolic foundation of the Swiss Confederation in 1291. 723 years later and far away
from home, in Kosovo, AOR of SWISSCOY, acting Swiss contingent 30 did its home country the honor of
recollecting Swiss values and traditions during this outstanding day.
A delicious brunch buffet at
Swiss Chalet allowed a good start
into the day, followed by two little
tournaments: During so called
“jassen”, a typical Swiss game of
cards, it was important to hold the
best trumps in the hand.
Regarding so called “schwingen”
both, physical strength and the right
technique, were needed. Goal of the
traditional Swiss sort of wrestling
is to lay down the opponent on his
back in a small arena filled with
saw dust. Despite its rough and
traditional character that typical
Swiss sport still inspires young
and old in Switzerland, obviously

red background and one of the very
few national flags worldwide whose
shape corresponds to a square),
the commendatory words of the
Swiss speakers, whose presence
in Kosovo honored the on-site
peace supporting commitment of
SWISSCOY contingent 30, as well as
the national anthem of Switzerland
formed a dignified framework.
Subsequently, after the ceremony
everybody could help oneself at
the BBQ – but one point of the
program was still open: Every
proper Swiss National day includes
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SPEC OF (OF-2) Christian
GRABER, PIO SWISSCOY 30

PICTURE: SGT (OR-6) Violeta ZAIRI (2)

as well as the Swiss soldiers within
KFOR Theatre. The final round
took place at the end of the day in
front of dozens of excited KFOR
representatives and high ranking
guests from Switzerland. After a
balanced game, First Lieutenant van
Wijk, Leader of the Swiss Transport
Platoon within JLSG, prevailed
against Sergeant Schüpbach from
the Swiss Engineer Platoon and won
the tournament. The final game was
followed by the formal ceremony.
The impressively arrival of the
Swiss flag (the white cross on the

an appropriate bonfire! Back in
the 13th century, high altitude
bonfires acted as some sort of
communication medium to warn
each other over long distances. The
little bonfire at Field Camp Prizren
commemorated
Switzerland’s
origins and the sparkles in the
eyes of the gathered Swiss Soldiers
– being proud of serving for
Switzerland within KFOR– could
compete with the light of the fire.
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BASIC LIFE SUPPORT

BASIC LIFE SUPPORT – DEFIBRILLATION
(BLS-D) PROVIDER COURSE AT
CAMP “FILM CITy”
The staff of HQ KFOR Medical Centre in Pristina arranged six sessions of the BLS-D course from
05th of May to 9th of June 2014 in Camp “Film City” Pristina under the supervision of OF-5 DR
Frank BERTLING (JMED HQ KFOR, MEDAD COM KFOR).

The medical training was attended
by 45 civilian workers employed at
Camp “Film City”. The purpose of
the course was to train and re-train
professionals in the application
of the basic principles of the adult
first aid, CPR (cardiopulmonary
resuscitation) and the proper use of
AED (semiautomatic defibrillator).
Health staff of the Medical Centre
conducted theoretical and practical
lessons, using dummies tutorial and
trainer AED and AED and engaging

participants in scenario simulations
of first aid, all as per the current
European guidelines.
All

students

individually

PICTURE: Giovanni DELLE CAVE (2)

The team was made up of OF-4
ITA-A Dr Giuseppe ZAMPELLA
(Director of the Course), OF-1
ITA-A Dr Francesca Romana
BAFFETTI and OR-8 ITA-N
Cosimo RINALDI (Instructors),
OF-1 ITA-N Dr Francesco
BITETTO, OR-9 ITA-F Antonio
CASORIA, OR-9 ITA-F Stefano
SARPI and OR-8 ITA-A Angela
GIORGIO (assisting instructors).

performed assessing the subject/
patient with illness, recognition
and treatment of respiratory and
cardio-circulatory arrest with
the manoeuvres of CPR, early
use of AED, recognition and
treatment of airway obstruction,
knowledge of the basic of first aid
to the traumatized person and
were examined on practical and
theoretical aspects of the course.

At the end of the course every
student successfully completed the
course and received a certificate
from OF-5 Dr Frank BERTLING
KFOR CHRONICLE 08/2014

and the staff of Medical Centre. The
results of the satisfaction survey
showed a considerable degree, an
excellent agreement and brilliant
learning by the participants.
Thanks to OR-4 ITA-A Vito
CARRASSI, OR-4 ITA-A Giuseppe
MESSANA and OR-4 ITA-A
Giorgio LEUTI for their valuable
collaboration.
OF-4
ITA-A
Dr Giuseppe
ZAMPELLA
Chief of Medical Centre
HQ KFOR FILM CITY PRISTINA
Special thanks to the complete
teams of the ITA Role-1 Medical
Treatment Facility in Camp
Film City for the availability and
invaluable assistance during all
phase of preparation and conduct
of the course.
Thanks for a job well done for the
assistance to all of us.
OF-5 Dr Frank BERTLING MD
Flottenarzt / CAPT (OF-5)
DEU Navy
JMED HQ KFOR / MEDAD
COM KFOR
DDO & DEU SNR
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GERMAN KFOR CONTINGENT

INTERCULTURAL EXCHANGE DURING
CHILDREN’S FOOTBALL COACHING ORGANIZED By THE GERMAN KFOR CONTINGENT
“All are equal on the football field. Everywhere there are the same rules and language does not
play a primary role,” says Captain Nicolas Hohn, press officer with the 38th German KFOR
Contingent. He recently coached 24 young kickers, 9 to 12 years of age, all of them players of
KF Liria, a Kosovan second division football club from Prizren. The training took place in the
Perparim Thaçi stadium in the city of Prizren.
“The contact with the football
club KF Liria was made by the
German officer for civil-military
cooperation and by the local
representatives of the football
club,” Captain Nicolas Hohn
explains. Captain Nicolas Hohn
used to be a football coach for
performance-oriented
training
in youth football in Germany. He
coached teams that play in the
Second Bundesliga (German 2nd
division). “After the meeting with
the football coach from Prizren,
Mr. Skender Kapra, I realized that
the children were very interested
in a training event.”
The children’s interest and
motivation were apparent from the
very beginning. The football club
KF Liria also used this training
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as internal further training for its
coaches. The training focused on
them having fun. This works best
with small ball games that ensure
many contacts with the ball and
include many shots on goal. “
The training unit turned into a
dynamic success. Kosovo’s future
kickers moved their footballs
to the various training stations
that had been set up all over the
football field.
They diligently
practiced reception of the ball,
first-touch control, passing, shots
on goal and coordination. Captain
Nicolas Hohn was supported by his
fellow coach from Prizren and an
interpreter.
On being asked if the children
were satisfied with the training,
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they replied very positively. “I liked
it very much,” Arber, one of the
little kickers said. “The German
coach could visit us more often,” he
added. “There were some language
barriers, but football connects
people. Language, nationality and
other factors do not play any role in
team sports. This was great fun and
a great experience for me too,” the
German KFOR officer summarized
his impressions. This training took
place at the right time because
the next day the little players left
Kosovo for a five-day football camp
in Albania.
Captain Nicolas Hohn was not the
first German coach in Prizren. Franz
Beckenbauer, known as the Kaiser
(English: emperor) visited Kosovo
in March 2011. He was named
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honorary ambassador of Kosovan
football by Behgjet Pacolli, the then
President of Kosovo. “There is no
perfection in football. It is like an
orchestra.
The conductor would like to have
six or seven first violinists. However,
those players who support these first
violinists are the ones who matter
most,” Otto Rehhagel, the German

football coach, said. He visited the
city of Prizren in September 2013
and initiated a friendly football
match between a German KFOR
selection and the football club KF
Liria. In addition to that, he coached
this German KFOR selection. By
the way, the game ended in a 3-3
draw.
The football club KF Liria was
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established in 1930 and it is one of
the oldest football clubs in Kosovo.
It once played in the Second
Yugoslav Football League. Now it is
part of the Second Football League
of Kosovo.
Captain Nicolas Hohn and
Dritan Hoti
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PILGRIMAGE TO LETNICA

Commander KFOR XVIII
Major General Salvatore Farina,
Italian Army
Chief Public Affairs Office &
KFOR Spokesman
Colonel Angelo Morcella,
Italian Army
Chief Internal Information &
Editor KFOR Chronicle
Lieutenant Commander Thomas
Hobbins, Irish Defence Forces
hobbinst@hq.kfor.nato.int

FEAST OF THE ASSUMPTION
PILGRIMAGE TO LETNICA
On August 15th, KFOR troops made the pilgrimage to the
village of Letnica to celebrate the Feast of the Assumption.
Letnica holds a statute of the “Black Madonna”, a depiction
which hails back to medieval byzantine icons
representing the Blessed Virgin.
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NATO Nations within KFOR
Albania, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia,
Turkey, United Kingdom, United
States.
Non-NATO Nations within
KFOR
Armenia, Austria, Finland, Ireland,
Moldova, Sweden, Switzerland,
Ukraine.
The KFOR Chronicle is produced
and fully funded by HQ KFOR. It is
published for KFOR soldiers in the
area of responsibility. The contents
are not necessarily the official views
of, or endorsed by, the coalition
governments’ defence departments.
Editorial content is edited, prepared
and provided by the Internal Information Section of HQ KFOR’s Public Affairs Office (PAO) in Pristina,
Kosovo. PAO HQ KFOR reserves
the right to edit content to conform
to style and space requirements.
Articles run on a space-available
basis.
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KFOR troops drove to a point
approximately 3 km from the
site and from there they walked
across fields in the beautiful Kosovar countryside to the shrine.
En route, the US and German
Chaplains led the group in prayer as the procession neared the
site.
At the site, COM KFOR joined
the troops and open air Mass was
celebrated by the Bishop with
over twenty priests in attendance,
including the KFOR Chaplains.
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The Bishop addressed the congregation in many languages including English, Italian and German. On conclusion of Mass, the
troops mixed with the locals and
were able to join in the small festivities organised there.
This site is associated with Mother Theresa, who is believed to
have received her calling to religious life there while she was on
pilgrimage.
Lt Cdr Hobbins
OF-3 IRL N

PROFILES

Military education: I joined in the Hungarian Army in 1995 and graduated
in 1997 as a Recce NCO. My first position was at the Military Intelligence
Office as an operator after that moving up to analyst. Since graduation I have
completed several courses like English and Romanian languages and some
professional Intel courses. I was promoted to warrant officer in 2009. In 2010
I was assigned to the 24. Gergely Bornemissza Reconnaissance Battalion in
Debrecen as an OSINT analyst, where I serve since then.

Name:

Zoltan KUN

Rank:

OR-8

Nationality:

Hungarian

KFOR Unit:

J2 / KIFC,
TARGET ANALYST

About the mission: I have never been in a mission; this is the first for me
here in KOSOVO as a target analyst at the J2-KIFC. This is the multinational environment that is giving me the huge opportunity to improve my
military skills, language knowledge and make new friendship from different
countries. In the future, I would like to prove myself in other NATO or EU
missions.
Family reaction: I live together with my partner, Katalin in Debrecen and
have three children, Benjamin is 12 years old, Peter is 9 years old and Petra
is 6 years old. I`m very happy that my family to support me and my deployment all the expedient. They always help me to get over their absence; we
keep daily contact via Skype and other social networks. I look forward to
seeing them on end of November.
Hobbies: Generally, I read a lot, mainly financial publications in addition to
I spend my free time with my family; we enjoy the outdoor activities like trip,
football and table tennis.

Military education: Following my Father’s footsteps, I enlisted in the Irish
Defence Forces in March 1974. After basic training I joined the Military
Police Corps and am now proud to say that I am on my 41st year of service
with the Corps. Courses to date include Drug Investigation Course, Motor
Cycle Course, Crime Scene Photographers Course, Investigation Course,
Crime Scene Examiner Course, Specialist Instructors Course, Health and
Safety Officers Course.

Name:
Rank:
Nationality:

About the mission: This is my ninth mission overseas (Lebanon x 3, Bosnia x 2, DR Congo, EUFOR Chad, MINURCAT Chad, Kosovo). I can honestly say that I have thoroughly enjoyed all my overseas missions. I have
gained much knowledge and experience throughout, but, most importantly
was learning and understanding different countries cultures and the thought
Francis Hayden that I may have, in some way, supported and helped them towards a better
OR-9 and more promising way of life. This I am proud of.

Irish Family reaction: I am very fortunate to have a very understanding, patient,

resourceful, strong, supportive and loving wife, Charlotte. All my family

KFOR Unit: HSG Site Manager have been very supportive and provide continuous encouragement. Two

of my brothers and my son, also members of the Irish Defence Forces, have
also completed many overseas missions between them, as has my Father
who is now enjoying his retirement.
Hobbies: Not too many, all sorts of music, keeping fit and walking.
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SUDOKU

slightly

medium

difficult

very difficult
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MEDIUM

The three areas (row, column, block) are equally units
or groups.

VERY DIFFICULT

The task is to fill in the blanks of the puzzle so that in
each of nine rows, columns and blocks of each digit from
1 to 9 appears only once.

SLIGHTLY

Solutions July

DIFFICULT

Rules:
The standard consists of a grid Sudoku field with 3 × 3
blocks, which are each divided into 3 × 3 fields, a total of
81 fields in 9 rows and 9 columns. In some of these fields
at the beginning digits 1 to 9 are registered (“targets“).

PICTURE OF THE MONTH

PICTURE OF THE MONTH

August 2014
Contribute to the
KFORChronicle!

Aug 2014
Place Çikatovë, Drenas/
Gllogovc @ river Drenica
Equipment used:
Olympus E-PL1;
M. Zuiko 14-42 @14:
1/320 sec @ f/7.1;
Art Filter - Pin Hole
Mr. Naim Shala

Just send your photos to kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int by
the 25th of the month explaining where you took the photo and what equipment you used. We will then select one
of the submitted images and publish it in the next edition
of the Chronicle.
You will be immortalised in the KFOR Chronicle !
Is that not something to be proud of?
Sincerely
The Chronicle Team
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